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INTRODUCTION
Let me tell you about myself first. I am
Hitesh Saini. I am a web developer and a full-
time trader in India, As well as in US 
equities. I have been in the market for the
last three years. I have gain experience from
many great Traders around the world who
taught every aspect of the market or how to
survive long term in markets as a trader.
 
Why I am sharing this essential guide to
start your carrier as I did three year's back I
want to tell if want to learn day trading want
to be in the market, in the long run, you have
to study the markets with me for next six
months what I can assure you is I can make
you great trader if you stick to Your rule
which I will explain in following chapters 
 
First, of fall, I would like to tell Stock trading
is not a get rich quick scheme, but I can
guarantee you one thing. If you put your six
months of dedication towards the stock
market, you will able to make 2000$ under 1
hour.
This course is for smart People Who don't
want to do 9 to 5 job and make money from
the comfort of their home and Its possible to
make money trading Penny stocks



There’s no doubt that the chance to earn a income
and forget about having to work eight hours a day,
five days a week is something than most of us
would jump at. Do you want to retire 20-30 years
before everybody else that you know? Or, perhaps
you want to be able to travel the world and jet off
at your convenience. Either way, a trading income
is the key to achieving the type of life that you’ve
always dreamed of.

But, how does one can achieve a Day Trading
income? For many, it seems just a nice dream. But,
this doesn’t have to be the case. If you want to
achieve a income and start living the life that you’ve
only been able to imagine before now, you may be
surprised to hear that it is closer to your reach than
you think.

In this book, you’ll learn: 
All about the basics of Day Trading ;
How to get started as a Day Trader;
Why choosing Trading as a carrier; 
How to Start Trading; 
How Trading can aid your success;
How to eventually earn an income from
Day Trading, and much more! 



It is important to understand that when
starting as an Day Trader, you should not
expect a income immediately. Day Trading
can often start slowly and take a while to
become a huge success, and it will take
patience, knowledge and understanding for
you to make it to where you want to be. To
make money in the stock maket , you must
be willing to put in all the time and effort
required. 

 In this e-book, you will learn exactly
what you need to do to ensure that
your Day Trading Carrier in Stock
Market has the right foundations and
framework to become a successful
Trader and  Build the lifestyle that you
have always dreamed of. 



Chapter 1 : The Basics - Everything
you need to know About

Stock Market

What is Stock Market ?

Introduction to Stock Market

Investors and Traders buy and sell stock and other investments through the stock
market.
The stock market is where investors and traders connect to buy and sell investments
— most commonly, stocks, which are shares of ownership in a public company.

Definition :
The term “stock market” often refers to one of the major stock market indexes,
such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average or the S&P 500. Because it’s hard to
track every single stock, these indexes include a section of the stock market
and their performance is viewed as representative of the entire market.You
might see a news headline that says the stock market has moved lower, or that
the stock market closed up or down for the day. Most often, this means stock
market indexes have moved up or down, meaning the stocks within the index
have either gained or lost value as a whole. Investors who buy and sell
stocks hope to turn a profit through this movement in stock prices.

How does the stock market work?
The concept behind how the stock market works is pretty simple. Operating
much like an auction house, the stock market enables buyers and sellers to
negotiate prices and make trades.The stock market works through a network
of exchanges — you may have heard of the New York Stock Exchange or the
Nasdaq. Companies list shares of their stock on an exchange through a
process called an initial public offering, or IPO. Investors purchase those
shares, which allows the company to raise money to grow its business.
Investors can then buy and sell these stocks among themselves, and the
exchange tracks the supply and demand of each listed stock.That supply and
demand help determine the price for each security, or the levels at which
stock market participants — investors and traders — are willing to buy or sell.
Computer algorithms generally do most of those calculations.Buyers offer a
“bid,” or the highest amount they’re willing to pay, which is usually lower than
the amount sellers “ask” for in exchange. This difference is called the bid-ask
spread. For a trade to occur, a buyer needs to increase his price or a seller
needs to decrease hers.

http://investpennystock.com/


Historically, stock trading likely took place in a physical marketplace. These
days, the stock market works electronically, through the internet and online
stockbrokers. Each trade happens on a stock-by-stock basis, You can place
your order in no time, but overall stock prices often move in tandem because
of news, political events, economic reports, and other factors.

Conclusion- In Simple Words 

In Layman  or  Simple Words  Stock market is Where You will Going to
Trade Penny Stocks or Anything After completing  this ebook 

 
How do you Trade or invest in the
 stock market?
You can purchase individual stocks through a brokerage account or an
individual retirement account like an IRA. Both accounts can be opened at
an online brokers, through which you can do investments or Trading. The
broker acts as the middleman between you and the stock exchanges.

» No brokerage account? Learn how to
open one

What Is a Brokerage Account and How Do I
Open One?
Brokerage Account is an Account where we will place a trade for buying and
selling of shares.
There are lots of Brokers on Wall Street as well as Zero Brokerage Brokers
are also available called as discount Brokers
You can Open Your trading account with any of the preferred brokers, but
my best option is given in the link click and see the comparison on brokers.

 
Top Brokers - 

1. Interactive Brokers 
2. Td Ameritrade
3. Zacks Trade 
4. Tradestation

              

http://investpennystock.com/opentradingaccount


What are the Exchanges in the United
States of America?

Definition: Exchange is a place where buyer and seller sold or buy shares,
securities, etc 
Exchanges in The USA - 
The stock market is made up of exchanges, like The New York Stock Exchange
and the Nasdaq. Stocks are listed on a specific exchange, which brings buyers
and sellers together and acts as a market for the shares of those stocks. The
exchange tracks the supply and demand — and directly related, the price — of
each stock.    
It is not your regular market where you can do the transaction on your
own here. Broker do transaction on your behalf.     
 

Timings - 
The NYSE and the Nasdaq are open from 9:30 am to 4 pm Eastern, with
pre-market and after-hours trading sessions also available, depending on
your broker. 

What are Pre-market and aftermarket? 

Pre-market: Is a Trading session before the actual market open 
Post-market: This is a Trading session after the close of the regular
market.    

Pre-market: From 4 am to 9:30 am
Post-market: From 4 pm to 8 pm

Timings -

What are Main Indexes of Market?
Indexes track Group of stocks, or you can be monitoring of all
stocks as a whole. Also, there are sector-wise indexes like
technology, oil, pharma, etc. By Analysis these indexes, you can see
further Strenght of the market and a particular sector. Main
indexes are The S&P 500 and Dow jones industrial why It name like
this because this index has the top 500 companies in this index;
likewise, there are many indexes to track the performance of each
sector.



What are Bull or Bear Market?

On Wall Street, you may hear these words many times like today
bulls are in power. They closed the market higher, or bears are
in power. They closed the market lower today.
In simple words :
Bull market - Bullish or bull refers to means Market is going
Higher. Buyers are in power. Hence they are buying at every
price.
Bear market - Bear or bearish refers to means market is going
Lower. Sellers are in power. Hence they are selling at every
price.

What are Stock Market Crash Vs
Correction? 

Stock Market Crash- Refers to Falls in The Stock Price of more
than 10% like 1987 Crash. I would suggest you all research all
crash.
Crash Comes Very Sudden 
                                                                   Vs
Stock Market Correction- Correction Normally comes when the
stocks reach tops, overvalued in-stock pricing
both are an excellent opportunity for buying Good quality
companies for the long term.

What are Fundamental and Technical
Analysis?

Fundamental analysis: It is a study of “Financial statements” and
information of a company to estimate the future returns from it.
Financial statements include evaluating the revenue, expenses,
assets, liabilities and other financial aspects of the company.This is
useful in estimating the earning potential and hence the intrinsic
value of the shares.



Technical analysis: It involves studying the prices of stocks
rather than its intrinsic value. Technical analysis is a study of
historical prices and market trends. Technical analysis is
concerned with past trading data and what information the data
might provide about future price movements.



Chapter 2 :  Introduction to
Technical Analysis & Day Trading

Strategies*

Introduction

What is Technical Analysis? 
 
Technical analysis is the study of prices, with charts being the
primary tool. Traders use technical analysis to predict the future
movement of a stock or index with the help of certain indicators,
charts, chart patterns, volume etc.
 
Charles Dow laid the roots of modern-day technical analysis.
Some of the principles observed in Dow-Theory are:
 
Price discounts everything – Whatever price you are seeing now,
has all the information going on in the stock or index.
Trends are confirmed by volume.
Trends exist until definitive signals prove that they have ended
etc.
The price of a security represents the demand and supply at
certain point. It is the price at which one person agrees to buy
and another agrees to sell.
 
In Simple Words In Layman terms, TA is a tool which helps You
to determine the price movement of stocks or any entity traded
in the stock market.
We will discuss more in-depth about TA To become Profitable
Daytrader.
 



What is The Stock Charts?
Stock Chart is nothing but Piece of Tool from which we see Price
Chart of a stock plotted over a time frame. It shows sets of the
information below -

1. Stock symbol and exchange : The symbol of the Stock, as well
as the specific exchange it trades.
 
2. Chart Period : Time Typically daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly,
or annually. Traders usually concentrate on daily and intraday data
to forecast short-term price movements. Investors often focus on
weekly and monthly charts to spot long-term price trends.
 
3. Price Change : There are four key data points in a day trading:
open, high, low, and close(OHLC).
 
Open - Means Stock Open Today At 5$.
Close - Means Stock Closed Today at 10$.
High  - Means Stock made High Today Of 15$.
Low   - Means Stock Made Low Today of 3$.
 
4. Last Change : Last Change Means Change of price From
Yesterday close or recent price.
 
5. Types of Charts : There are three basic types of charts in TA :
        
1.Line Chart : Its Just a Simple Line Chart which Shows Price
movement in a particular time frame.
 
2.Bar chart : Plots the open, high, low, and close (OHLC) for each
day using bars.
 
3.Candlestick chart :  Chart similar to a bar chart that shows
OHLC data But Little Different From Bar Chart As Shown in
Figure Below. Traders around the world Widely use Japanese
Candlestick Chart.Volume:  Chart Also shows Volume on Stock
during the day volume means trader's buying and selling in the
Stock if Volume is low means they are not participating in that
Stock and vice versa for high.



FIG 1

FIG 2

FIG 3



What Are type of Trading?
There are Two Type Of Holding a Trade-in Your trading account 
Swing Trading - Holding Period of more than one day 
Day Trading - Holding Period from 1min the closing of the market. 

What are Penny Stock?
Definition - Penny Stocks Are The stock's value ranges from
0.10$ to 20 Dollar are called Penny Stocks Most small-cap, nano-
cap, micro-cap and OTCshares are also Trade on large exchanges
such as NYSE and OTC. 

I have Covered All the basics Of stock market You now have some
clarity. Now you able to understand every country's market.
 
Penny Stock Fame In The USA :
Why Penny Pulled me From India to The USA because They Give
10% to 30% or more Returns in a day where Indian markets Don't 
Let Me Tell You Before Jumping into Penny Stock Trading I have
done Research and Analysis. However, before Pulling My First Real
Trade, I Did Paper Trading For Months. 

Why should You Trade Penny Stock
Instead of Investing?

Penny Stock Trading is Easy to Predict the prices but Investing in
Penny Stock is not a good idea because many of the companies
don't hold sound financial that means they have blatantly poor
have huge debt many issues now you would ask me then 
why should we trade penny stocks let me tell you are going to be a
day trader, not an investor who loves volatility and let me tell you
these stock have high volatility because news creates hope in
shareholder that someday Penny stocks will Fly like apple, amazon,
etc.



Let me tell Stock and Company are two Different entities 
Stock trades in the stock market and company do business 
What you have to do is to trade the momentum of stock what your
technical analysis says on the chart don't let your emotion come in
decision making.

Investing in Penny is like Buying the lottery ticket because 99% of
Penny stocks fail. 

Why People Says Trading in Penny is
Gambling?

Trading in Penny Stocks is gambling when you dont follow your
rules 
or dont have a plan for trading just blindly throwing your money
like in a casino that is gambling but 
When Going For 6 month of self-training and understanding, every
chart patterns many times with rules is not gamble because you
followed your rules.

Now You Have clear Idea Why to trade Penny Stock instead of
Investing let's Jump into the most essential part of trading which
will benefit you in trading. 

Chart Patterns

Support is a Place where Stock tends to stop, and people
buying interest exists but some time support can likely
be broken means bearishness in the stock. 



Resistance is a Place where Stock tends to reverse from a point,
and people selling interest exists, But It can be broken sometimes
which market turn into Bullish Phase.

Support Becomes Resistance and
Vice Versa
When a Support zone is breached, become Resistance and vice
versa for Resistance As shown in the figure below. 



Head and Shoulder Pattern
Occur at the End of the Bullish trend When Stock Rallied then
You may see This type Pattern in charts. You have to also know
the Volume along with the Pattern matters the most. 
 

Inverse Head and Shoulder Pattern
Occur at the End of the Bearish trend When Stock Rallied then
You may see This type Pattern in charts. You have to also know
the Volume along with the Pattern matters the most. 
 



Double Top 
Is a Reversal Pattern occurs when a stock moves extremely high
or made extended moves then reversal happens to identify this
Pattern you will see first Top will be high then the second Top and
if the neckline is breached then the stock will continue to fall
(bearishness continues) as shown in the figure 

Double Bottom

Is a Reversal Pattern occurs when a stock moves extremely low or
made extended moves then reversal happens to identify this
Pattern you will see the first bottom will be lower low then the
second one and if the neckline is breached then the stock will
continue to rise (bullishness continues) as shown in the figure 
 



Technical Indicators
Technical indicators are Technical tools used in predicting
the price movement happening in the stocks. Mostly they
are used for Predicting the future of the stock price. Some
TI's are called a lagging indicator & some are called leading.
Lagging means they move after Price already moved and
leading are those who run with the Price. Below are the
mostly used Indicators.

Types of Technical analysis Indicators:

Leading Indicator:
Indicators under this category signal early entry and exit. Leading
indicators are designed to lead price movements. Some of the
popular leading indicators include Commodity Channel Index (CCI),
Momentum, Relative Strength Index (RSI), Stochastic Oscillator and
Williams %R.

Lagging Indicator:

Indicators under this category follow a trend rather than predicting
the future price movement. Lagging indicators work well when
prices move in relatively long trends. Buy and sell signals given by
these indicators are late and some traders may miss the early entry
opportunities. Moving averages and the MACD are examples of
trend following, or “lagging,” indicators.



Simple Moving Average 

A moving average is the average price of a security at a given time.
A moving average is calculated by using close price of a security.
When calculating a moving average, number of periods to look
back is taken as input. For example a 14 day moving average uses
closing price of previous 14 days.

Calculating a moving average is nothing but taking average of close
prices over number of days provided as input. Consider the
following closing prices registered by a stock

Day 1 50 
Day 2 60 
Day 3 65 
Day 4 70 
Day 5 60

Now on Day 6 the moving average is calculated in the following way
(50+60+65+70+60)/5 = 61.



“Simple Moving Average” is the term used to calculate the
Traditional way of Moving Average.

Exponential Moving Average:

In calculating a simple moving average, weightage given to all
close prices is equal. In order to reduce the lag in simple moving
averages, technicians apply more weight to the recent prices
relative to older prices. This method of calculating a moving
average by applying more weight to recent prices relative to older
prices is called as exponential moving average.
 
As shown in the figure below, exponential moving average reacts
faster to the price movement than simple moving average.
 
EMA (current) = ((Price (current) – EMA (prev)) x (Multiplier) +
EMA (prev)
 
Multiplier = 2/(time period + 1)
 
Don’t worry much about the exponential moving average
calculation. Many of the charting platforms provide the tool
directly.



Oscillators:
Indicators under this category have value which oscillates between
two values across a reference line. Most of the indicators oscillate
between 0 and 100 and some of them oscillate between 0 and 1.
Some of the indicators which fall under this category are Relative
Strength Index, Stochastic, and Rate of Change etc.

Relative Strength Index:
RSI is a momentum oscillator which oscillates between 0 and 100.
The word momentum indicates the speed with which the price
moves. It is believed in the trading world that price falls/rises from a
certain point with the same pace with which it has reached that
point.
 
When the value of RSI reaches above 70, the stock is said to be
over bought. Similarly when the value of RSI reaches below 30, the
stock is said to be over sold. During strong trends, the RSI may
remain in overbought or oversold for extended periods.
 
In an uptrend or bull market, the RSI tends to remain in the 40 to
80 range with the 40-50 zone acting as support. During a
downtrend or bear market the RSI tends to stay between the 0 to
60 range with the 50-60 zone acting as resistance.



Bearish Divergence: If the underlying price makes a higher high
but the RSI makes a lower high, it is termed as Bearish
Divergence. This is a signal for trend reversal and price may turn
bearish.



Bullish Divergence:   If the underlying price makes a lower low
but the RSI makes a higher low, it is termed as bullish
divergence. This is a signal for trend reversal and price may turn
bullish.

Stochastic Oscillator:
Stochastic Oscillator compares the closing price of a stock to its
lowest low and highest high over a specified period.
 
Here Stochastic is designated by %k.
 
For example, if today’s close is 50 and high and low over last 14
days is 40 and 55 respectively then,
 



%k is then multiplied by 100 to arrive at a final value. So, the final
value would be 66.6%. This 66.6% signifies that today’s close was at
66.6% level relative to its trading range over a period specified.
 
The other input for a stochastic oscillator is %D which is nothing
but a simple moving average of %k over a period which usually is 3.
 
Similar to RSI, stochastic also moves in between 0 – 100. Any value
above 80 is considered overbought and value below 20 is
considered as oversold.

MACD:
MACD stands for Moving Average Convergence Divergence. This
indicator consists of two moving averages and the distance between
them. For calculation purpose MACD uses exponential moving
averages
 
Components: Fast Line, Slow Line and Histogram.
 
Fast Line Components: 12 periods EMA, 26 Period EMA and
difference between 12 and 26 periods EMA. Using the above
components a “Fast Line” is calculated.
 
Slow Line Components: 9 period EMA of Fast Line
 
MACD takes into account the aspects of both momentum and trend
into one indicator. Exponential moving Average helps in following
the trend whereas Bullish and Bearish Divergences signal the trend
reversal.



MACD technical analysis indicator
 
Bearish Divergence: If the underlying price makes a higher high
but the RSI makes a lower high, it is termed as Bearish Divergence.
This is a signal for trend reversal and price may turn bearish.
 
Bullish Divergence:  If the underlying price makes a lower low but
the RSI makes a higher low, it is termed as bullish divergence. This
is a signal for trend reversal and price may turn bullish.

Range of MACD depends on the value of the stock. This is the
reason that, only centre line crossover is taken into account to
judge whether the stock is bullish or bearish



Bollinger Bands:
Bollinger Bands is a mix of technical analysis and risk management.
Bollinger Bands has 3 bands in it. The middle band is the 20 period
Simple Moving Average. Upper band is the 2-standard deviation
above it and the lower band is the 2-standard deviation below it.
 
Including 2 standard deviation makes Bollinger Bands more
dynamic and adaptive to volatility. In a sideways market, upper
band acts as resistance and lower band acts as a support.



Candlestick Chart Patterns

Why do candle sticks work?
Before getting deeper into different candlestick patterns, let us
understand why candle sticks work.

a chart conveys information to a greater extent compared to
price.



A candle stick chart allows traders to compare the behaviour of
price in different time periods with a quick glance at the chart.
 
Traders gauge the market sentiment by looking at the length of the
candle, length of the wicks etc. For example, a long white candle
with no wicks signifies that bulls were on an upper hand over
bears.
 
Candlestick patterns combined with other technical indicators have
become popular among traders as reliable signals of future market
behavior.

Types of Candle Sticks:

Single Candle Patterns:

Doji: when the open price is equal / near equal to its close price, it
is termed as a Doji. In other words it can be said that when there is
a zero/near zero range between open and close price is termed as
a Doji. Doji candle suggests an indecision or balance between the
two forces i.e. Bullish and Bearish.
 
In another context, when there is a strong trend in any direction
and a Doji is observed, it can be seen that the strength of the trend
is weakening.

Normal
Candle

Perfect Doji (Traditional) Near
Doji



Above is a glimpse of comparison between the appearances
of a Doji V/s Normal Candle

Different Types of Doji:
Gravestone Doji: This is partly a bearish pattern. Open, Close and
Low prices of the candle are same. Gravestone Doji implies that,
buyers and sellers were in a tough fight and by the end of the
session; Sellers were able to push the prices to its open price.

Condition: open=low=close

Dragonfly Doji: This is partly a bullish pattern. Open, Close and
High prices of the candle are same. Dragonfly Doji implies that,
buyers and sellers were in a tough fight and by the end of the
session; Buyers were able to push the prices to its open price.

Condition: open=high=close



Long-Legged:  Long Legged Doji is similar to traditional Doji in a
way that both indicate indecisiveness in in price movement. After
the Traditional or Long-Legged Dojis are observed in the chart,
price tends to move in sideways for some time.

Hammer:
A Hammer is a candlestick pattern with a long wick below the
candle’s body and a little to no wick above the candle’s body. The
length of the body is usually 1/3rd of the length of the lower wick.

A little or no wick above the candle’s body signifies that there was a
huge selling pressure from starting of the day and it continued
throughout the day.
 
A long wick below the candle’s body and smaller candle’s body
signifies that bulls were able to push the prices higher by the end
of the day.
 
A hammer pattern is usually observed at the end of a downtrend
implying an unsuccessful effort by bears to push price down, and a
corresponding effort by bulls to step in and push price back up
quickly before the period closed.



Confirmation of Uptrend: When the next candle breaks the high of
the hammer, an uptrend is confirmed.
 
Hanging Man:
 
Hanging man is identical in shape to the hammer but the
difference is that while hammers occur in a downtrend, the
hanging man pattern occurs in an uptrend.
 

In a Hanging man, the price opens and makes a low during the day.
But by the end of the session, bulls step in and push the prices up.
 
In a Hanging Man, the wick extends down, and signifies the starting
of a bearish trend capable of pushing the price down. It gives the
first sign that the uptrend is exhausting, and trend could reverse
from here.

Confirmation of Downtrend:  A Downtrend can be confirmed
when the consequent bearish bar breaks the opening price of the
bullish bar on the other side of the hanging man.

Shooting Star:
Shooting Star is simply an inversion of the hanging man pattern. It
has a small body and a long wick above it, with little to no wick
below. Shooting star is usually observed in an uptrend and signifies
trend exhaustion. Price opens at a higher level and goes to a new
high during the session, but by the end of the day closes below the
open. The long wick above the candles body implies that bulls tried
to push the price up but ultimately the bears won.



Confirmation of Down Trend:    In case of a Shooting Star,
opening price of the previous candle to shooting star acts as a
neck line. Once a bearish candle crosses the neck line, a down
trend is confirmed.

Marubozu: A Marubozu candlestick pattern I loved by many
traders since it indicates a strong movement. This pattern does
not have any wicks on either side of the candle’s body. There are
two kinds of Marubozu patterns termed as Bullish Marubozu and
Bearish Marubozu.

Inverted Hammer:  An Inverted Hammer is usually observed at
the end of a downtrend. It has a long wick above the candle’s body
and a little to no wick below the candle’s body. The length of the
body is usually 1/3rd of the length of the Upper wick. This pattern is
similar to Shooting Star and differs only in the position where it
occurs.



As seen in the above diagrams, price opened and traded in a
particular direction throughout the day indicating bulls/bears are in
full swing.

Two Candle Patterns:

Engulfing Pattern:

An engulfing pattern consists of two candle sticks where one
candle engulfs the body of the previous candle. There are two
types of engulfing patterns
 
1.Bullish Engulfing
2.Bearish Engulfing

Bullish Engulfing:

A Bullish Engulfing pattern is generally observed at the end of a
downtrend. On first day, the price opens lower than previous day
and closes further lower. Next day, the price opens lower and tries
to do the same but bulls step in and the price closes above the
previous day’s open making it a bullish engulfing pattern.



Bearish Engulfing:

A Bearish Engulfing pattern is generally observed at the end of a
uptrend. On first day, the price opens higher than previous day and
closes further higher. Next day, the price opens higher and tries to
do the same but bears step in and the price closes below the
previous day’s open making it a bearish engulfing pattern.

Piercing Pattern:

A Piercing pattern is similar to bullish engulfing pattern in a way
that both of them appear near the end of a downtrend.As seen in
the above figure, the 2nd  candle opens lower and closes halfway
through the 1st  candle. Price action in a piercing pattern is very
similar to bullish engulfing pattern. Price opens lower on the
2nd  day and manages to close just below the open price of
previous candle. Rule of thumb for piercing pattern is that the
2nd candle engulfs 50% – 100% of 1st candle.



Dark Cloud Cover:

A Dark Cloud Cover pattern is similar to bearish engulfing pattern
in a way that both of them appear near the end of an uptrend.As
seen in the above figure, the 2nd candle opens higher and closes
halfway through the 1st candle. Price action in a dark cloud pattern
is very similar to bearish engulfing pattern. Price opens higher on
the 2nd  day and manages to close just above the open price of
previous candle. Rule of thumb for dark cloud pattern is that the
2nd candle engulfs 50% – 100% of 1st candle.

Harami Pattern:
The word “Harami” in Japanese means a pregnant lady. A Harami
pattern is quite opposite to an engulfing pattern. In an engulfing
pattern, 2nd candle’s body is larger compared to the 1st  candle’s
body. In a Harami pattern the 2nd  candle’s body is very small
compared to the 1st candle’s body.There are two kinds of Harami
Pattern: Bullish Harami and Bearish Harami

Bullish Harami:



In a Bullish Harami, 1st candle is a bear candle and the 2nd candle
is a bull candle. The 1st candle closes lower showing the strength
of the bears. The next day, all of a sudden the bulls jump in and the
price opens gap up and by the end of the day manages to close in
a positive note.

Bearish Harami:

In a Bearish Harami, 1st candle is a bull candle and the 2nd candle
is a bear candle. The 1st candle closes higher showing the strength
of the bulls. The next day, all of a sudden the bears jump in and the
price opens gap down and by the end of the day manages to close
in a negative note.

Three Candle Patterns:

Morning Star:  This pattern is observed at the end of a
downtrend. Morning Star pattern has 3 candles with gaps in
between each candle. These gaps in between the candles signify
the strength in between bulls and bears.



Markets are in a strong downtrend and even on day 1 of the
pattern, the bearishness continues and price makes a new low.
 
On the 2nd day of the pattern, price opens gap down and closes as
a Doji. This Doji signifies the indecision in the market and also
signify that bears are losing their strength.
 
On the 3rd day of the pattern, price opens gap up showing the
strength of the bulls and continue to dominate throughout the day.
By the end of the day, price manages to close above the opening of
day 1’s open price.

Evening Star: This pattern is observed at the end of an uptrend.
Markets are in a strong uptrend and even on day 1 of the pattern,
the bullishness continues and price makes a new high.

On the 2nd day of the pattern, price opens gap up and closes as a
Doji. This Doji signifies the indecision in the market and also signify
that bulls are losing their strength.
 
On the 3rd day of the pattern, price opens gap down showing the
strength of the bears and continue to dominate throughout the
day. By the end of the day, price manages to close below the
opening of day 1’s open price.



GAPS

It is often seen that price moves in sideways most of the time
and trends in one direction the other time.   Some times during
these movements, price tends to open higher or lower than the
previous days close. These gaps often show market participants
enthusiasm in buying or selling the stock. There are two gaps
observed in stocks which are gap up and gap down.



Gap Up: Let us consider that a stock closed at 100 Dollar on day 1
and has opened at 150 dollar on day 2. This jump in price from 100
to 150 directly is termed as a gap up opening. There are several
reasons for this gap up opening and one of the reasons could be
the results of the company being announced. The gap up opening
signifies a very strong bullish sentiment.

Common Gap: Common gaps also termed as trading gaps are
frequently seen in the market. These gaps are observed when the
market is in a range. Common gaps get filled in a short period of
time.
 
Filling a gap means that the price reaches to the point where it was
on the previous day of the gap. Many times common gaps are
accompanied by low volumes. As per Dow Theory, movement in
price should be in association with volume. Gap Up/Gap Down with
low volume shows the weakness in trend. So, the price reverses
and fills the gap.

Gap Down: If a stock closed at 100 $ on day 1 and has opened at
50 $ on day 2 it is termed as a gap down opening. The gap down
opening signifies a very strong bearish sentiment.

Type of Gaps:



Breakaway Gap: This type of gap is usually observed when price
moves in congestion or a narrow range. Upper channel of the
congestion zone acts as resistance and lower channel acts as
support. Price breaks out of this congestion zone with good
amount of volumes. After the gap is observed, market may move in
the direction in which the gap has occurred.
 
People who hold positions on the other side of breakout are
forced to close their existing positions which further
increase the momentum in the price.

Runaway Gaps: Runaway Gaps usually occur in the middle of the
trend. This signals the strength of the trend caused by new interest
in the market. Runaway Gaps can be seen in an uptrend and
downtrend as well. Runaway gaps lead to huge losses for those
who are on the opposite side of the gap. A sudden increase in the
interest can be due any announcement by the company following
which new people who couldn’t enter at lows now try to enter at
the current market price/high.



Exhaustion Gaps: These types of gaps signal a reversal in the trend.
Exhaustion gaps occur at the end of the current trend. This
situation when someone is trying to offload a large volume of
stocks. A large gap is accompanied by huge volumes and an
immediate selloff can be seen due to profit taking.
 
Exhaustion Gaps provide a high risk reward trades. In order to
distinguish between exhaustion and runaway gaps, one must keep
an eye on the volumes and compare it with the average volume of
that stock.



Strategies To Trade Penny Stock

Trade Momentum

How to made profits from momentum pro strategies.Best of all, I’ve
made these profits trading in just 2hrs/day.I’m going to teach you
the STEP BY STEP guide for how to profit from these day trading
strategies.

Momentum Day Trading Strategy

Momentum is what day trading is all about.  One of the first things I
learned as a beginner trader is that the only way to profit is by
finding  stocks Which have momentum.   The good news is that
almost every single day there is a stock that will move 20-30% or
even more!  This is a fact.

The question is how would we discover those stocks before they
make the huge move. The greatest acknowledgment that I have
seen the stocks that make the 20-30% move or more.

Before going any further, let’s step back for a moment and ask
ourselves what we require from a momentum day trading strategy.  
First of all, we need a stock that is moving.  Stocks that are
chopping around sideways are useless.
 
So the first step for a trader is to find the stocks that are moving. I
use stock scanners to find these.  I ONLY trade stocks at extremes.  
This means I look for a stock having a once in a year type of event. 
 The price action associated with this event is almost always the
cleanest.

Day Trading Strategies & The Analysis of
Momentum Stocks



Momentum stocks all have a few things in common.   If we scan
5000 stocks asking for only the following criteria to be true, we’ll
often have a list of less than 10 stocks each day.   These are the
stocks that have the potential to move 20-30%.   These are the
stocks I trade to make a living as a trader.

1) Float of under 100mil shares

2) Strong Daily Charts (above the Moving Averages and with
no nearby resistance).

3) Check Volume should be above 22 days moving average in
volume indicator.

4) You can trade stocks which are not in news that shows
momentum means volume are there that stocks are
consider as technical Breakout stocks 

How to Find stocks of momentum Pro
Strategies

Stocks Scanners allow me to scan the entire market for the types of
stocks displaying my criteria for having momentum.These scanners
are the most valuable tools for a day trader (Trade-Ideas Stock
Scanner Software or Finviz.com).   Once the scanners give me an
alert, I then review the candlestick chart and try to get an entry on
the first pull back

https://www.trade-ideas.com/referral.html?p=mac89558&w=ai-strategies
https://www.trade-ideas.com/referral.html?p=mac89558&w=ai-strategies
https://finviz.com/?a=255720735


Most Traders dive in by seeing this scanner and volume, but I want
you to identify your set up and then place your order. Your job as a
beginner trader is to learn to find the entry in real-time.

I produced three collections of stock scanners for 3 separate
scanning forms. I have my scanners for Momentum Day Trading
Strategies, my scanners for Reverse Trading Strategies and my Pre-
Market Gapper Scanners.I produced three collections of stock
scanners for 3 separate scanning forms. I have my scanners for
Momentum Day Trading Strategies, my scanners for Reverse
Trading Strategies and my Pre-Market Gapper Scanners.

Those three scanners send me lots of regular trade warnings.
Instead of trying to click through maps manually I can immediately
display in-play stocks. Stock scanners are what every trader should
use today to find hot stocks, whether they are penny stocks, small
caps or big caps.

My Favorite Momentum Day Trade Chart
 Patterns

Below Are Examples to trade when Your Find These Types of
Chartpatterns. 

https://finviz.com/?a=255720735


NY Pattern

Momentum Pro Structure

 
Risk Management : Where to Set Stoploss 
Risk management is a very important step to becoming a
Professional trader, let me tell about how to be profitable in stock
market Simple Just follow your stop-loss rule while entering
into any trade, Suppose If you are risking $1 for making $2 is called
as good R:R on another side if you risking $1 for making $0.5 is bad
R:R Trade.
Now you ask me Explain me how to set stop-loss or how much to
risk on one trade:



How to Set a Stoploss: 
Suppose You have Trading Fund of $1000
Take 1% of $1000 is a $10 loss on every Trade You take.  
Stoploss Will as per your Trade setup, I usually take 0.5 of Stock
Price 
Suppose Stock X Price is 10, then calculate 10*0.5/100=0.05cents I
will loss 
Stoploss Formula:
LPT/SL = Qty 

Example = LPT = LOSS PER TRADE =  1% OF TRADING FUND OR
CAPITAL 
                  SL =  STOPLOSS OF STOCK PRICE WHICH IS 0.5% 
NOW WHEN YOU DIVIDE LPT/SL YOU WILL GET QTY TO TRADE ON
PARTICULAR STOCK.
 
IF YOU FOLLOW CONSISTANTLY THIS RULE YOU WILL BE
PROFITABLE  
BETTER UNDERSTADING ABOUT THIS CONCEPT GO TO LINK 
 

https://www.instagram.com/p/B_7qqJCD-zf/


Chapter 3 : DayTrading
Vocabulary

Vocabulary : Vocabulary is nothing but words we use in our daily
trading Which you will See mostly on your broker terminal also
in stock market. 

week high/low – When a stock hits a yearly high or low
 
After Hour– Trading done after the market closes
 
Ask – The price a seller is willing to sell for. 
 
Bid – The price a buyer is willing to buy for.
 
Breakouts – When a stock “breaks out” above it’s previous
resistance level
Covering – Buying back the shares that were sold short
 
Earnings Reports (E/R) – A company’s quarterly/annual
report of their financials
 
Filing – A document filed with the SEC regarding company
updates
 
Float – The amount of shares available for public trading
 
Going Long – Buying a stock with intentions of selling at a
higher price
 
DayHigh/Low (HOD/LOD) – A stock’s highest or lowest price
for the day
 
Hard-to-borrow – A stock that is not readily available to
short. Brokers will often charge an additional fee to those
trying to short hard to borrow stocks.



Liquidity – The ease with which a stock can be bought or
sold without drastically affecting the stock’s price
 
Low Float – A stock with a low amount of publicly traded
shares, often times experiencing higher volatility
 
Market makers – The firms responsible for facilitating buy &
sell orders and maintaining liquidity in the markets.
 
Market Cap – The total dollar value of a company based on
the stock’s price and outstanding shares.
 
Outstanding Shares – The total amount of shares issued,
including both the float and institutional ownership
 
Pre-Market – Trading done before the market opens
 
Profits & Losses (P&L) – A portfolio’s gains/losses for a given
period
Pattern Day Trader Rule (PDT) – An SEC rule limiting traders
with under $25,000 in their accounts to a maximum of four
day trades in five days.
 
PR – A press release issued by a company
 
Scalp – Taking advantage of very small price changes
 
Short Selling – Selling shares of a stock that you do not own
in hopes of buying the shares back at a lower price (the
opposite of going long)
 
Spread – The price difference between the bid and the ask
 
For More Words Click here

http://investpennystock.com/tradingvocab


Chapter 4 : Pschology in Day Trading 

Pschology
 Trading is not what most people think it is. It's not an exact
science, it's rather art. The psychological aspect of trading, where
your brain has to deal with losing as well as winning, is the hardest
part to get right. If you can't take the pressure, you won't get far in
the trading world. To be a consistently profitable trader, you need
to master a few key tools. These include your trading strategy,
market analysis and trading psychology. The 'rollercoaster' nature
of trading can be traumatic for both home traders and
professionals. It becomes hard to have strict rules with trading
psychology and controlling your emotions. To succeed in trading,
you must look at trading objectively and be able to see it in terms
of the long-term - and not just your short-term.

->The greatest traders are more zen master than mathematical
genius.
->Mastering trading requires mastering your own emotions and
impulses, and being able to calmly and coolly analyze every
situation from a strictly objective point of view.
->As you develop as a professional trader, you will face a number of
hurdles and barriers to your trading that are ultimately the product of
your own personality, emotional makeup and biases.
->Successful traders overcome these obstacles through the diligent
and rigorous development of a personal trading style and set of
strategies that help to counteract and control these universal human
weaknesses.
->One of the most common such emotional traps is known as 'the
fear of missing out' or 'FOMO' trade.

What Is a FOMO Trade?
>A fear of missing out trade occurs when you notice a sharp rally
or slump in a stock, and the desire to join in on the price
movement clouds all other analysis of the stock's current price.



>FOMO trades are driven by the very natural bias to believe that
was has happened in the recent past will continue on into the
recent future, even though from a logical perspective this is an
obvious cognitive bias that does not hold true in the real world,
especially in the world of financial markets.
 
>FOMO trades also hold a hint of envy, where we desire to achieve
the same sudden success that those who are already in on the
trade are experiencing.
Unfortunately, the more significant a price movement, the more
likely a stock's price will actually reverse or retrace, so FOMO trades
are often losers that need to be avoided at all costs.
 
>Fortunately the pros have offered a few key tips that can help new
traders to overcome this common trading pitfall.
 
 Write Down Your Conviction Points Before Entering into a
Trade 
Every FOMO trade is mostly streamlined internally, as we excuse
why the analysis and logic we ignore are simply following the herd.

 
If you verbalize your thinking, you must really assess what you
know or believe you are aware of this trade, which will quickly show
whether you have a solid reasoning behind a trade or whether you
make excuses.

Strict application of your trading strategy, including your favorite
triggers, will easily disabuse you of any over-optimistic outlook you
might have on a fast-moving stock price.
 
If all of your trusted indicators and chart Patterns that you have
painstakingly learned to apply are screaming stops, then this can
help break the rosy illusion that FOMO trade can cause.
 
Ignore the nagging voice that tells you to get on board before it's
too late, and instead take a few moments to rigorously analyze the
trade like any other.

Use Your Charts and Indicators



Online trading courses are a great way to learn all about the
common mistakes of conviction and bias that all traders face.
 
Your instructors will be able to offer you a wide range of time-
tested methods to recognize and overcome common trading
errors, of which FOMO is the most prolific and dangerous example.
 
Instead of having to learn the hard way to overcome FOMO and
other similar trades, you will have the knowledge and skills to
quickly identify when you approach trade from a poor perspective,
which will allow you to quickly overcome the fear of missing out
and instead get back to making successful trades on the basis of
your well-done and time-tested trading.

Choose Your Mentor



Chapter 5 :  Books To Structure
Your  Trading Skills

Technical books :
Reminiscence of stock operator

Liars Poker

How to trade in stocks by Jesse Livermore

Trading for a living by Alexandra Elder

Study Guide for come into my Trading Room by Elder

Secrets of Trading by Larry Williams

Fundamental concepts-
Fooled by Randomness by Nassim Taleb

All three books of Peter lynch

Value investing by Greenwald

Intelligent investor and security analysis by Ben Graham

Charlie’s Almanack by Charlie Mungar

All letters of Warren Buffet

Thoughtful investor by Basant Maheshwari

Wealth creation studies of Motilal Oswal

 

There are many more but these will help you

make a good foundation

There are many more in candlesticks and indicators but
these books will form a structure for trading


